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FEATURE SET

Take advantage of all that Curalate has to offer to drive brand affinity, 
engagement, and revenue.

IMAGE-RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY: Our image-

recognition technology finds your brand’s images 

across social media platforms, tracking them down 

wherever they live. 

CROSS-PLATFORM INSIGHTS: See how your brand’s 

images are performing across social networks. Data 

isn’t siloed; we look at the world from an image-

centric point of view. 

POPULAR VS. TRENDING CONTENT: See which images 

are most popular with your brand’s audience and 

which images are taking off. View popular and 

trending images in aggregate, or look at each network 

individually. 

IMAGE TAGGING: Add tags—for internal use—to your 

images to group them into categories that matter to 

you. Segment reporting by tag for a nuanced look at 

your data. 

TOP KEYWORDS: Get insight into the conversations 

that consumers are having when sharing your images. 

Uncover new ways to describe your products and 

content. 

IMAGE TRACKING

BRAND PAGE ENGAGEMENT: Monitor repin, like, and 

comment activity across all pins posted to your 

brand’s page on Pinterest.  Access pin- and board-

level data. 

ORGANIC ENGAGEMENT: Discover which images your 

consumers are taking from your website and sharing 

to Pinterest. View engagement activity for each image. 

REACH: View potential impressions for every image of 

your brand’s that is shared to Pinterest, either by you 

or one of your fans. 

FOLLOWER GROWTH: Track your number of followers 

over time and see how your audience is expanding. 

DATA EXPORTS: All data is exportable to .CSV.

PINTEREST ANALYTICS

PHOTO AND VIDEO TRACKING: Segment Instagram 

activity by photo and video posts. View videos right in 

the dashboard. 

BRAND ACCOUNT ENGAGEMENT: Monitor like and 

comment activity across all photos posted to your 

brand’s Instagram account. See which Instagram 

hashtags are driving the most engagement. 

HASHTAG TRACKING: Uncover the images that your 

brand’s fans are posting to Instagram with your 

hashtags. View engagement activity for each image. 

See which other hashtags your consumers are using. 

REACH: View potential impressions for all images that 

your brand is tracking on Instagram, whether they 

were posted by you or one of your fans. 

FOLLOWER GROWTH: Track your number of followers 

over time and see how your audience is expanding. 

DATA EXPORTS: All data is exportable to .CSV.

INSTAGRAM ANALYTICS
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BRAND PAGE ENGAGEMENT: Monitor share, like, and 

comment activity across all photos that your brand has 

posted to its Facebook page. 

ORGANIC ENGAGEMENT: Get insights you can’t obtain 

anywhere else.  See which images from your website 

your brand’s fans are sharing to Facebook, even if user 

settings are set to private. 

REACH: View impression data for all tracked Facebook 

images. 

FOLLOWER GROWTH: Track your number of followers 

over time and see how your audience is expanding. 

DATA EXPORTS: All data is exportable to .CSV.

FACEBOOK ANALYTICS

ANALYTICS INTEGRATION: Integrate your web analytics 

with Curalate. Connect your Google Analytics, 

Omniture, or Coremetrics account. 

REVENUE INSIGHTS: Track sales data and revenue 

generated by Pinterest.  Discover which images are 

your biggest money-makers. 

TRAFFIC INSIGHTS: Want to know how much traffic is 

being generated by Pinterest? Track clicks, page views, 

and more and tie all of this activity back to specific 

images.

TRAFFIC & REVENUE

COMPETITOR SET: Name your competitors. Tell us 

whose activity you want to track. 

COMPETITOR TOP CONTENT: View each competitor’s 

top, most engaged with, pins. Segment data by both 

brand and organic activity. 

ENGAGEMENT DATA: See how pinners are interacting 

with your competitors’ content.  Get detailed pin, repin, 

like, and comment data. 

REACH: View potential impression data for your 

competitors’ content. 

COMPETITOR HASHTAGS: Follow competitor hashtags 

on Tumblr and Instagram for rich insights. 

COMPETITORS

PINTEREST INFLUENCERS: See which Pinterest users 

are engaging the most with your brand’s content and 

driving the most activity for your. Follow them right 

from the dashboard. 

INSTAGRAM INFLUENCERS: See which Instagrammers 

are the biggest users of your tracked hashtags, and 

identify who is driving the most engagement. 

LIKE PHOTOS: Engage with your fans by liking their 

Pinterest, Twitter, and Instagram posts right from the 

dashboard. 

COMMENT ON POSTS: Want to respond to content 

that your consumers are sharing? Comment on their 

Pinterest, Twitter, and Instagram posts from within the 

dashboard. 

SEARCH: Search the stream of images that your fans 

are posting to Pinterest, Instagram, and Twitter to 

identify the conversations the matter most to you.

COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT
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UNIVERSAL SHARE: Share any image from anywhere 

in the dashboard directly to Facebook, Twitter, or 

Pinterest. 

PIN SCHEDULING: Save time and schedule your pins in 

advance. Choose the method that’s best for you: select 

from auto-schedule, pin it now, or choose a specific 

time and date. 

BOOKMARKLET: Our Curalate It button is fully 

integrated with our pin scheduler. Pin and schedule 

content from any website in the click of a button. 

UPLOAD IMAGES: Want to use your own images to 

create your own pins? Simply upload images to create 

and schedule custom pins. 

BULK SCHEDULING: Have a large batch of pins that 

you need to get scheduled?  Get them loaded and 

scheduled in one easy step. 

BUFFERS: Use buffers to auto-schedule pins according 

to the parameters you’ve set. Segment reporting by 

buffer for more granular insights. 

EDIT & REORDER SCHEDULED PINS: Need to make 

changes to your scheduled pins?  Easily edit and 

reorder pins even after you’ve scheduled them. 

BEAUTIFY: Get access to a rich set of tools for 

optimizing and editing images before you share them. 

Crop, edit, add text, and more. 

INSTAGRAM SCHEDULER: Save time and plan out your 

posts in advance with our Instagram scheduler. 

CONTENT MANAGEMENT

SHOWCASE PINTEREST OR INSTAGRAM IMAGES: Easily 

create an engaging display of your Pinterest or 

Instagram images to display on Facebook or on your 

website. 

MODERATION LAYER: Need control over which images 

make it into your display?  Our moderation layer lets 

you accept and reject photos as you see fit. 

GET ANALYTICS: Get rich insights into top-of-the-

funnel metrics to see how how users are engaging with 

displayed images.  See clicks, hovers, social shares, 

time spent, and more.

CANVASES

PINTEREST PROMOTIONS: Our compliant Pinterest 

promotions are truly engaging and deliver meaningful 

results.  Choose from either our fully customizable or 

express formats. 

INSTAGRAM PROMOTIONS: Capture email addresses 

and spur creativity with our Instagram promotions.  

Mobile-optimized for seamless display across devices. 

ROBUST REPORTING: Track entrant data and see which 

contest images are resonating most with your audience 

and which are spreading virally. Monitor sustained lift 

and more. 

PROMOTIONS
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UGC PHOTO DISPLAY: Showcase user-generated 

content on your website to increase engagement and 

boost revenue. Our custom integration ensures that the 

look and feel of your website is matched for a seamless 

integration. 

HASHTAG COLLECTION: Harness the photos that 

your brand’s fans are posting to Instagram with your 

hashtag. Images are pulled into the dashboard for your 

review. 

PHOTO UPLOAD: Integrate an upload widget onto your 

site that allow users to share their photos directly 

with you. Photos can be uploaded from the desktop, a 

mobile phone, Facebook, or Instagram. 

IMAGE MODERATION: All images that you collect go 

into a moderation queue for your approval; nothing is 

ever posted to your website automatically. Easily reject 

or accept incoming photos. 

PRODUCT LINKING: Associate user-generated images 

with product or content pages. Ensure that all photos 

drive traffic back to the right place. 

RICH ANALYTICS: Measure the increased engagement 

that you receive from Fanreel. See the impact on clicks, 

hovers, time on site, and more. 

REVENUE TRACKING: Monitor the impact that Fanreel is 

having on your bottom line.  Identify which images are 

the most effective revenue-drivers.

FANREEL


